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Generic augmentations: Can be applied to any 
neural network. Examples are weight dropout, 
quantile weight  dropout, and Gaussian noise.
Activation symmetries: Exploits symmetries of 
activation functions:

○ ReLU scaling - 
○ SIREN negation - 
○ SIREN bias - 

Input-space augmentations: Augmentations like 
random rotations or translations of the underlying 
object, directly applied to the weights of the INR. 
For example, rotations by the rotation matrix R 
replaces W1 with W1R.

● Classifiers of Implicit Neural Representations 
(INRs) still largely underperform their 
image/point cloud counterparts.

● The main cause of this problem is poor 
generalization of DWS architectures, as can be 
seen in the figure below:

● Learning in Deep Weight Spaces (DWS) is a 
new learning setup in which neural networks 
take other neural networks as input.

● Recent works address the weight-symmetry 
problem but the performance still lags behind 
other data modalities. We identify overfitting as 
the main culprit.

● We demonstrate that data augmentation tailored 
for learning in DWS is an effective approach for 
mitigating overfitting. 

Overview

Overfitting in Deep Weight Spaces

Augmentation Taxonomy

Experiments
● We evaluate various weight space 

augmentations for classifying 2D and 3D INRs 
using FMNIST and ModelNet40 datasets.

● We apply each augmentation on two types of 
leading architectures DWS (Navon et al., 2023) 
and GNN (Zhang et al., 2023).

Weight space MixUp
Due to the weight space symmetry there exists 
multiple ways of combining neural network weights 
for MixUp.
MixUp: 
MixUp + Random permutation: Randomly 
permute W2 and b2 before MixUp.
Alignment + MixUp: Align the weights and biases 
prior to MixUp by the optimal transport map.

● We present a taxonomy of data augmentation 
schemes for DWS and conduct a thorough 
empirical comparison.

● We propose Weight Space MixUp and 
demonstrate that it is as effective as using up to 
10X more data. 

Contributions

Train versus test loss for DWSNet and GNN on the 
ModelNet40 INR dataset. Overfitting occurs very early 
regardless the training size (12K and 120K training 
samples in the left and right panels respectively).


